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Multinationals, Linkages, and Economic Development
*
By ANDREfSRODRIGUEZ-CLARE

This paper explores how multinationals affect underdeveloped regions through
the generation of linkages. It is shown that the linkage effect of multinationals
on the host country is more likely to be favorable when the good that multinationals produce uses intermediate goods intensively, when there are large costs
of communicationbetween the headquarters and the production plant, and when
the home and host countries are not too different in terms of the variety of intermediate goods produced. If these conditions are reversed, then multinationals
could even hurt the developing economy,formalizing the idea that multinationals
may create enclave economies within developing countries. (JEL F23, 011 )

After decades of skepticism, there is now a
sharedbelief that multinationalscan be an important element in a country's development
strategy. As a consequence, "governments all
around the world, especially in developing
countries, are queuing up to attract multinationals" (Economist, March 27, 1993). Formal economic reasoning has contributed
little to the emergence of this optimistic consensus.' It is well known that, when multinationals arise because of large international
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'The literature on multinational corporations has developed considerablyin recent years (see S. Lael Brainard,
1993a; Wilfred J. Ethier, 1986; Elhanan Helpman, 1984;
and James R. Markusen, 1991) and a consensus seems to
be emerging about the reasons for their existence (see
Brainard, 1993b). Still, this issue, together with multinationals' impact on the patternof internationaltrade (interindustry versus intraindustry and intrafirm trade) has
occupied almost all of the attention, and little effort has
been devoted to understandingthe welfare effects of multinationals on the home and host countries.
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differences in factor endowments that prevent factor-price equalization through trade,
as by modeled Elhanan Helpman and Paul R.
Krugman (1985 chapter 12), multinationals
are a way through which the equilibrium can
approach the integrated equilibrium. In this
case, multinationalsincrease world welfare by
serving as a channel through which the host
country effectively obtains access to resources
that are relatively abundantin the home country. Unfortunately, very little is known about
how multinationals affect the host country
through other importantchannels, such as the
transferof technology, the trainingof workers
and the generation of linkages. Ironically,
these are the issues that the empirical literature
emphasizes (see Sanjaya Lall, 1978; and the
articles in Eric D. Ramstetter, 1991).
This paper focuses on the impact of multinationals on developing countries through the
generation of backward and forward linkages.
Since the appearanceof Albert 0. Hirschman's
(1958) famous book on economic development, a large empirical literaturehas emerged
on this topic (see Lall, 1978). This literature,
however, has suffered from the absence of a
formal concept of linkages and a formal theory
of their importance. The most sophisticated
studies use the inverse of the Leontief inputoutput matrix to construct indexes of backward and forward linkages for each industry
(for example, Richard Weisskoff and Edward
Wolff, 1977). Other studies simply use the ratio of local to total purchases as a proxy for
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backward linkages (for example, Philip J.
McDermott, 1979; Patricia A. Wilson, 1992).
Moreover, in many countries fiscal incentives
favor multinationalswith a high percentage of
domestic value-added, presumably because
they generate more backward linkages. Without a formal concept of linkages, however, it
is hard to know what these estimates and measures really mean. Accordingly, the first objective of this paperis to formalize the concept
of backward and forward linkages.
The formalization of linkages in this paper
is based on three premises: 1) production efficiency is enhanced by the use of a wider variety of specialized inputs; 2) the proximity of
supplier and user is essential for many of these
inputs;2 3) the size of the market limits the
available variety of specialized inputs. In this
paper these premises are captured, respectively, by assuming that there is love of variety
for inputs in the production of final goods (as
in Ethier, 1982; Paul M. Romer, 1990), that
domestic firms must buy all of their inputs
locally, and that inputs are produced with increasing returnsto scale. Under these circumstances, by increasing the demand for inputs,
a final-good firm helps bring forth a greater
variety of specialized inputs, thus generating
a positive externality to other final-good
producers. This is the concept of backward
linkages. In turn,local productionof more specialized inputs allows the production of more
complex goods (that is, goods that use specialized inputs with high intensity) at compet-

2 This second premise deserves elaboration. Producer
services (for example, banking, auditing, consulting,
wholesale services, transportation,machine repair), usually regardedas nontradable goods, are clear examples of
inputs for which proximity between suppliers and producers is essential. But even for physical intermediategoods,
it may be costly to rely on suppliers located far away since
this implies a higher risk that the inputs will not arrive at
the necessary time or with the correct specifications, forcing firms to hold high inventories of such inputs (see
Wilson [1992 pp. 101-4] for some concrete examples).
As Michael E. Porter(1992) argues, the domestic presence
of suppliers is an importantdeterminantof the comparative advantage of nations because it provides "efficient,
early, rapid,and sometimes preferentialaccess to the most
cost-effective inputs" (p. 102). See Rodrfguez-Clare
(1993) for more on this.
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itive costs. This is the concept of forward
linkages.3'4
Evidence for the existence of local externalities throughbackwardlinkages is provided
by Thomas J. Holmes (1995). He shows that
manufacturingestablishments located in areas
where their industry is concentrated use purchased inputs more intensively than do relatively isolated establishments. This evidence
suggests that the geographic concentration of
an industry expands the local market for specialized inputs and allows the local production
of a wide variety of those inputs. Firms located
in the region where the industry is concentratedcan then choose to rely more heavily on
purchased inputs and specialize further on
their main line of business.5
In another paper (Rodriguez-Clare, 1996)
I have shown that an economy where backward and forward linkages exist may exhibit
multiple Pareto-rankable equilibria. In the
"good" equilibrium the economy specializes
in the production of complex final goods, a
large variety of specialized inputs is produced,
and wages are high. In the "bad" equilibrium,
the economy specializes in the production of
simple final goods (that is, labor-intensive
goods), a low variety of specialized inputs is
produced, and wages are low. In other words,
when both forward and backward linkages

'Hirschman (1956) himself made similar assumptions
in his analysis of linkages. He argued that domestically
produced inputs were more conducive to the development
of furthereconomic activity (pp. 99-100) and he believed
that there was a "minimum economic size" for the profitable operation of most activities (p. 101). Finally, he implicitly assumed that a set of inputs was indispensable for
the production of each good, an extreme form of love of
variety.
4 Notice that according to this definition of forwardand
backward linkages, backward linkages are a necessary
condition for forward linkages to materialize. I thus focus
on the generation of backwardlinkages by multinationals.
5Additional evidence is provided by Niles Hansen
(1993), who shows that the density of metropolitan producer services (a good example of intermediategoods for
which the proximity of suppliers and users is very important) has a significant and positive association with per
capita metropolitanincome, even after controlling for education and population size. J. Neill Marshall (1988) cites
several empirical studies that also suggest that the proximity of specialized providers of producer services contributes positively to firm performance.
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materialize, the economy ends up with a deep
division of laborand high wages. Such linkages
may fail to materialize, however, and in this
case the economy remains underdeveloped.
Whenever economies in the good and bad
equilibrium coexist (developed and developing economies, respectively), a firm producing final goods would benefit from having
access to the wide variety of specialized inputs
produced in the developed economy and the
cheap labor available in the developing economy. Domestic firmsin the poor economy cannot do this, however, because by assumption
they cannot import specialized inputs from another country. I assume that firms can do this
only by becoming multinational, or in other
words, by locating their "headquarters"in the
developed economy and a production plant in
the poor economy. Essentially, I assume that
specialized inputs are nontradable,but can be
used by multinationalsto produce "headquarter services" to complement the production
process in another country.
This concept of multinationalsis closely related to thatof Ethier( 1986), Helpman( 1984)
and Markusen(1984, 1991).6Markusen(1991),
for instance, argues that multinationals are in
the business of supplying certain inputs and
producer services such as management, engineering, marketing and financial services to
their foreign subsidiaries. Levi Strauss & Co.
offers a good example of this phenomenon.
The headquarters, which is located in San
Francisco, is responsible for strategy, marketing, design and the management of worldwide flow of inputs and merchandises, but
most of the production process is carried out
in low-wage countries. For instance, there is
an affiliated company in Costa Rica that produces jeans, slacks and shirts. The designs and
the marketing strategy, as well as some inputs
such as cloth, buttons and zippers come from
suppliers in the United States. The production
plant in Costa Rica finishes the production
process by combining these inputs with labor
and additional intermediate goods bought lo-

6Gordon H. Hanson (1994) uses a similar idea to model
the relationship between finns that produce designs for
goods and the firmsto whom they subcontractfor assembly.
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cally such as thread, cloth (lining) and some
producer services.
To see how multinationals affect the host
country through the generation of linkages,
this paper develops a two-country model in
which multinationals exist precisely because
of these considerations. I explore an equilibrium that entails a large variety of specialized
inputs and high wages in country A and the
opposite in country B. As a result, domestic
firms in countryA specialize in the production
of complex goods and domestic firms in country B specialize in the production of simple
goods. Multinationalfirms, if they exist, locate
their headquartersin country A and their production plant in country B. Intermediate
goods are nontradableand only multinationals
have access to intermediate goods from both
countries.7
The impact of multinationals on country B
(the developing country) depends on the linkages they generate compared to the linkages
that would be generated by the domestic firms
they displace from the labor market. I must
then compare the linkages generated per unit
of labor hired by multinationals and by domestic firms. The model indicates that this can
be measured by the ratio of employment generated in upstreamindustries(through demand
for specialized inputs) to the labor hired directly by the firm. I refer to this ratio as the
linkage coefficient of the firm. When a multinational has a higher linkage coefficient than
domestic firms, it leads to a higher equilibrium
variety of specialized inputs. In this case I say
that the multinational has a positive linkage
effect. The contrary occurs when a multinational has a lower linkage coefficient than domestic firms, in which case I say that the

7It should be noted that my model does not address the
complicated issue of whether it is more efficient to have
transactionscarriedout inside the firm ratherthan through
some type of inter-firmrelationship (for example, subcontracting). (For an analysis of the multinational firm that
focuses on this issue see Ethier [1986].) Fortunately,this
is not necessary for the purposes of this model: whether
internationalinput transactions are done inside the firm,
through subcontractingor through some other type of relationship is irrelevant for the main results of this model
so long as there is some firm-specific fixed cost associated
with internationaltrade of intermediategoods.
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findat all. It thusseems thatthe companyhad
a strongpositive linkage effect on the local
economy.Somethingvery differenthappened
lateron, whenLockheedbuilta factoryto producemilitaryaircraftin Marietta,Georgia.Almost all inputsandservicesneededwerethen
obtainedthroughthe headquarters,
which remainedin Los Angeles, so the companydid
not help supportthe productionof new kinds
of goods and servicesin Marietta.Jacobsexplains how, even aftermany otherfirmshad
set up factoriesin the region,the local economy of northGeorgiaremained"unresilient,
fragile and limited.The transplants,in short,
provedto be a barrenfoundationfor indigenous industrialdevelopment"(p. 97).
This pessimisticconclusiondoes not apply
in all circumstances,however.For instance,
LindaY. C. Lim and PangEng Fong (1982)
provide some examplesof multinationalsin
theexport-oriented
electronicsindustryin Singaporethat apparentlyhad a positivelinkage
effect.Accordingto LimandFong,thesefirms
actively promotedthe establishmentof local
suppliersbecausethecost savingsof localprocurement more than compensatedthe low
more similar.'
quality and reliability of locally produced
In Cities and the Wealth of Nations, Jane
parts.Furthermore,
by creatinga largeenough
Jacobs(1985) providesan exampleof what local demand,these firmswereable to induce
appearsto be a case of a negativelinkageefmanyof the parentcompany'shome-country
fect. She contraststhe local effectsthatLock- suppliersto establishlocal subsidiaries.9
heed Aircrafthad on Los Angeles, wherethe
The rest of this paperproceedsas follows.
companystarted,with the local effects it had The next section presentsthe basic assumpon the northernregionof Georgia,wherethe tions of the model. SectionII shows the poscompanybuilt a productionplant at a later sibility of multiplePareto-rankable
equilibria
stage. When the companystarted,it had to for a single countrywhen thereare no multiscramblein the local economyfor hundredsof
nationals.It is establishedthatfirmshave an
goods andservicesto makethe firstairplanes. incentiveto become multinational,since this
The companyboughtmanyof theseinputslowouldgive themaccessto thelow-wageworkers of the pooreconomy(thatis, the economy
cally, it importedothers(using the servicesof
distributors,agents and importerswho were in the bad equilibrium)and the large variety
operatingin the city), and it contractedwith of intermediategoods producedin the rich
local producersfor the inputsthatit couldnot economy (that is, the economy in the good
equilibrium). Section III then performs a
partial-equilibrium
comparative-staticsanalysis to understandhow multinationalsaffect
multinational has a negative linkage effect.

Becauseof love of varietyfor inputs,a positive (negative) linkage effect leads to an
increase(decrease)in the productivityof domestic firms and a consequentincrease(decrease) in the wage level in the economy.
Whatdetermineswhetherthe linkagecoefficientof multinationals
is higherorlowerthan
thatof domesticfirms?Becausethey produce
more complex goods, multinationalshave a
higher demandfor specialized intermediate
goodsperunitof laborhiredthando domestic
finns. Since they have access to specialized
inputsproducedin countryA, however,multinationalsdemandonly a fractionof theseinputs from countryB. This fractionis higher
when the communication
costs (to be defined
moreprecisely)betweenthe headquarters
and
the productionplant are high and when the
homeandhosteconomiesarenottoo different.
As a consequence,multinationalsare more
likely to have a positive linkageeffect when
the good thatmultinationalsproduceis more
between
complex,the costs of communication
the headquarters
and the productionplantare
higher,and the home and host countriesare

'While his main focus was the impact of international
subcontractingratherthan of multinationalson developing
countries, Michael Sharpston (1995) proposes a related
conjecture. He argues that "sub-contractingof single processes is likely to have the least widespread effects and
certain operations of this type seem natural to be of an
enclave nature" (p. 129).

9 Allen J. Scott (1987) argues that American semiconductor firms that located assembly plants in South-East
Asia had similar positive linkage effects on the local economy.
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country B, which is assumed to be in the
"bad" equilibrium. Section IV extends and
qualifies the results of Section III by deriving
an equilibrium of the two-country model
and analyzing the comparative statics of an
increase in the number of multinationals.
Section V shows that multinationals with a
low linkage coefficient prefer to locate in underdeveloped regions. Section VI contains a
few concluding remarks.
I. BasicAssumptions
I consider two countries, A and B, with labor internationally immobile. There is a continuum of workers in each country, with
measure LR (R = A, B). There are two final
goods, z and y, and one intermediate good x,
which comes in a continuum of varieties. Variety is indexed by the real numberj. Goods z
and y can be tradedfreely in the world market,
and both countries are "small" in the sense
that they do not affect the internationalprices
of z and y, denoted respectively by P, and Py
(in terms of some internationalnumeraire).'?
The intermediate good x is nontradable.
Therefore a variety of x is available in country
R if and only if it is produced in country R.
The measure of varieties of x actually produced in country R will be denoted by the real
number nR : 0 (that is, varietyj of x is availl
able in country R if j
will denote
nR).
PR(j)
the price of varietyj of intermediategood x in
country R.
Even though intermediate goods cannot be
traded across the two countries through the
market, I assume that firms can gain access to
the intermediate goods of both countries by
becoming multinational. This assumption will
be discussed in more detail in Section III.
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cost technology: there is a fixed requirement
of one unit of L and each additional unit of
x(j) requires one additional unit of L.
Both final goods are produced with a CobbDouglas production function using labor and
a composite intermediate good, X, which is
assembled from a continuum of differentiated
intermediate goods:
(la)

(lb)

QS=

Xs=

6(s)L (s)XY -(s)

J

()s>

for s = z, y, where 6(z), 6(y), /3(z), /3(y) and
a are constant parametersand we assume that
,/(z), /3(y), a E (0, 1).11 It is assumed that
,6(z) > ,6(y), which implies that the y industry
uses intermediategoods more intensively than
the z industry.
The specification of the productionfunction
in ( 1 ) implies that there are returns from the
division of labor in the production of intermediate goods. To see this, note that because
of convexity and symmetry among varieties of
x, efficiency requires final-good firms to use
the same quantityof all available varieties; that
is, efficiency requires that x(j) = x for all jc
n. Letting L, denote the amount of labor devoted to the production of intermediategoods
(excluding the labor used to produce the fixed
requirement per variety), we have Lx = 0
x(j) dj = nx. The production function for
good s (s = z, y) can then be written as:
(2)

Qs = 6(s)n (s)L,?(s)Lp (s)

Each variety of the intermediate good x is
produced with a simple decreasing average-

1 - /3(s))( 1 - a)/a. Equation
where +(s)
(2) shows that an increase in the available variety of intermediategoods increases total factor productivity in the production of final
goods. This property is commonly referred to
as love of variety for inputs. Since /3(z) > /8(y)
then +(y) > +(z), which implies that producers of y have strongerlove of variety than pro-

10
Alternatively, I could assume that the economy composed of countriesA and B is closed but z and y are perfect
substitutes in consumption. What is importantis that the
relative price of z and y remains constant. This assumption
is made to simplify the analysis and focus on the most
importantissues.

" The production function of the composite intermediate good X uses the functional form first proposed by
Avinash K. Dixit and Joseph E. Stiglitz (1977) as a specification for a utility function and later applied to production theory by Fthier (1982).

A. The Technology
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ducers of z. This will play an importantrole
in this model.

p(n)

B. Market Specificationfor
Intennediate Goods
Each firm producing a variety of x is betteroff choosing a variety that is not alreadybeing
produced by another firm; therefore variety j
of x, if it is produced, is produced by a single
firm which then chooses price p(j) to maximize profits. In other words, there is monopolistic competition in the intermediate goods
sector.
Since multinationals buy specialized inputs
from both countries, this logic also implies that
firms in countries A and B produce different
varieties of x. That is, if varietyj is produced
in countryA, it will not be producedin country
B. I use a different index for variety in the two
countries, in orderto keep the convenient convention that if varietyj is produced in a country, then all varieties k with k < j are also
produced there.
II. Equilibriain a SingleCountry
with No Multinationals
This section shows the possibility of multiple equilibria for a single country in which
there are no multinationals. The next section
then shows that firms have an incentive to become multinational to take advantage of the
special conditions of countries in the good and
bad equilibrium.
With no multinationals, all firms in a country have to obtain their inputs from the country
in which they locate; hence, there is no interaction between countries A and B. I can then
derive the equilibria for the two countries independently, and accordingly, in this section I
drop the subindex for country. Since most details of this kind of model are well-known, I
leave the formal derivation of most of the
equations to Appendix A and focus here on
the intuition underlying the main results.
Since there is only one nonproduced factor
of production (labor), Paul A. Samuelson's
Nonsubstitution Theorem (see Hal R. Varian
[1992 p. 354] for a formal statementand proof
of this theorem) implies that, for a given level
of n, the marginal rate of transformationbe-

_

I

1X
_
p~~~~~~~~~~
l
l
I

l
l

n*~~~~~~~~~I
\

I

\

I

fl

Il

I

l

l

xy(n)

xz\(n)
_

n(z)=

n(y)

OFEQUILIB3RIUM
FIGURE1. DETERMINATION
LEVELS
OFn
FORTHECASEINWHICHn(z) < n* < n(y)

tween z and y is constant (that is, the production possibilities frontier is linear). Formally,
the ratio of unit costs is given by
(3 )

c, /Icy = p(n)

a

ll)-Yn+)-+z)

n

Except for the knife-edge case in which p= p(n),
there will be complete specialization in the production of final goods: there
is complete specialization in the production of
y if p(n) > p and there is complete specialization in the production of z if p(n) < p.
Since +(y) - +(z) = (,B(z) - fl(y))(l a)lca > O, then p(n) is increasing, as shown
in Figure 1. Iherefore, as n increases, the production possibilities frontierrotates so that the
marginal cost of z in terms of y increases. As
we can see in Figure 1, there is a level of n,
n *, such that-if n > n*(n < n *) there is
complete specialization in y (z). -The intuition
is simple: since y uses intermediate goods
more intensively than z, it benefits comparatively more from an increase in the variety of
PzlPy
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intermediategoods, so as n increases,the unit
cost of y falls relativeto the unitcost of z.
To determinethe equilibriumlevel of n I
must now considerthe zero-profitcondition
for intermediate-good
producers.As is well
known,in this kind of model all monopolists
producingintermediategoods maximizeprofits by charginga fixedmark-upovermarginal
cost, p(j) = wIa, andthey makezero profits
if andonly if at this pricethey sell a quantity
equal to 9 a/(1 - a). That is, the zerosecprofitconditionin the intermediate-goods
tor is
(4)

x(j) = 0

for allj.

SEPTEMBER1996

allj, so the zero-profitconditionholds. Similarly, if n = n(y), then n > n*, so there is
completespecializationin finalgoody andthe
zero-profitconditionholds."2If n * lies outside
the interval[n(z), n(y)] thereis a singleequilibrium:if n * < n(z), the uniqueequilibrium
involves n n(y) and complete specialization
in y; if n* > n(y), the unique equilibrium
involves n = n(z) and complete specialization
in z.
=

For futurepurposes,I derive the wage in
each equilibrium.Let w5(n) denotethe wage
level for a givenlevel of n whenthereis complete specializationin final good s. Fromthe
zero-profit condition for producers of s, cs =
PS,

It is easily verified that given p(j)
wla
for allj, the quantityof each varietyof x that
producersof final good s purchaseper unit
of labor hired, which is denoted by vs, is
given by

ws(n) = Psal 1-(s) n(s)

(6)

From the definition of n* it follows that
wz(n*) = wy(n*). Therefore, since both

w,(n) and wy(n) are increasing and since
(5)

vs(n)

am(s)ln,

n(z) <

n*

< n(y), then necessarily w (n(z))

< wy(n(y)). The wage is thus higherin the
( 1 3-(s))Ifl(s).
where m(s)
Therefore,
equilibriumwith completespecializationin y
when thereis completespecializationin final (called they equilibrium)thanin the equilibgood s, the zero-profit condition for the riumwith completespecializationin z (called
the z equilibrium).Given thatthereare zero
intermediate-goods sector is v,(n)L, = 8,
whereLsis the totalquantityof laborhiredby profitsin equilibrium,this implies that the y
firmsproducingfinal good s. Combiningthis equilibriumis Paretosuperiorto the z equilibrium.'3In the z equilibriumthereis a cowith the full-employmentconditionL = n +
nvs(n)Ls+ Ls, I obtain the quantitysold by ordination failure: everyone would be
each input supplierwhen there is complete better-offin the y equilibriumbut no single
individualwantsto producey given the small
specializationin s as a functionof n, x,(n),
which is shownin Figure 1. The curvexy(n) varietyavailableof intermediategoods. But
lays everywhereabove the curve x,(n) be- it is not profitablefor anyone to producea
cause, since the y sector uses intermediate new varietyof the intermediategood because
goods more intensivelythanthe z sector,the of thelow demandfor intermediategoodsthat
demandfor intermediate
goods is higherwhen
thereis completespecializationin y thanwhen
thereis completespecializationin z. As Figure
1 shows, this leads to the intuitiveresultthat
1 It is straightforwardto establish thatin this case there
whentheeconomyspecializescompletelyin y
theequilibriumvarietyof inputsis higherthan exists a third equilibrium, for which n = n* and both
goods are produced.However, this equilibriumis unstable
when the economy specializescompletelyin under
"naive Marshallian" dynamics and therefore the

z; that is, n(z) < n(y).

I cannow derivetheset of equilibriaforthis
economy.Figure1 illustratesthecase in which
n* lies in the interval [n(z), n(y)]. In this

case therearemultipleequilibria.If n = n(z),
thenn < n*, so thereis completespecialization in final good z and x(j) = xz(n) = 9 for

rest of the paper focuses on the equilibria with complete
specialization. (Under "naive Marshallian"dynamics, entrepreneursslowly enter the intermediate-good sector if
profits there are positive and slowly exit when they incur
losses in that sector.)
13 Eor a more extensive treatment of the multiple
equilibria result in a more general version of this model
see Rodrfguez-Clare(1996).
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arises in an economy that is completely specialized in the production of z.14
III. Effectsof Multinationalson
UnderdevelopedCountries
The previous results imply that finns have
an incentive to become multinational whenever countries in the good and bad equilibria
coexist. To see this, assume that country A is
in the y equilibrium and country B in the z
equilibrium. This requires that nB < n* < nA,
which implies that the shadow price of the
composite inputX is lower in A than in B while
the wage is higher in A than in B (see Appendix B for a formal proof of this claim). As a
result, firms would want to buy specialized inputs in country A and hire labor in country B.
In this paper I assume that finns can only do
this by becoming multinational, locating their
headquartersin country A and a production
plant in country B. In this way, a firm can
achieve lower unit costs than firms located in
only one country. The rest of the paper will be
concemed with understanding the impact of
multinationals on the equilibrium in countries
A and B.
I first introduce some additional assumptions concerning multinationals in this model.
It is assumed that a multinational's headquarters buys specialized inputs from the home
country to produce a composite input that it
then sends to the production plant in the host
country. The productionplant produces the final good using this composite input together
with labor and other specialized inputs obtained in the host country. It is assumed that
the transfer of the composite input across

4 There are two types of distortions that could potentially justify government intervention in this context (but
see Kiminori Matsuyama [1994] for the problems that
such an intervention would face). First, for each equilibrium, as shown by Dixit and Stiglitz (1977), there is a
suboptimal level of entry; that is, nR is lower than the optimal level of n when the economy is completely specialized in R. Second, there is the coordination problem; the
government would like to coordinate economic agents in
such a way that the y equilibrium is chosen. (One way of
doing this is by imposing a tariff on y so that the z equilibrium disappears.) The results of this paper depend critically on the assumption that for some reason the
government can solve neither of these two distortions.
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countriesA and B is subjectto an "iceberg"
cost equalto r (that is, a fractransportation
tion r of the compositeinputmeltsdownduring transportation).Henceforthr is referred
to as a communicationcost, since it is likely
thatthe most importantpartof the composite
input is information.

FurtherI assumethatmultinationals
haveto
hire someonein the home countryto manage
the headquarters.
People are homogeneousin
termsof theirabilitiesas workersbutdifferin
theirmanagementabilities.In particular,
managerswith higherabilitycan effectivelymanin termsof the size
age a biggermultinational,
(that is, quantityof laborhired) of the productionplant. Formally,I assume that each
personhas an index i andthata multinational
managedby somebodywith index i can hire
no morethanh(i) workersfor the production
plant.5 Withoutloss of generality,I assume
thath(i) is decreasing(the importanceof this
assumptionof heterogeneityis discussedin the
next section). Theseassumptionsimplythata
multinational
is like a domesticfirmthathires
a workerin anothercountryto haveaccess(althoughincurringa transportation
cost) to the
intermediategoods producedthere.
To simplify the expositionof the main results, this section assumesthatthe varietyof
intermediate
goodsproducedin countryA, nA,
andthe numberof multinationals,
M, areboth
I assume
exogenousand fixed. Furthermore,
that there are no multinationalswith headquartersin countryB and that multinationals
choose to producethe final good y. 6 These
assumptionswill then be relaxedin the next
section to derive the full equilibriumfor the
two-countryeconomy.
To determinethe equilibriumfor economy
B, I firstdeterminethe level of n atwhichthere
arezeroprofitsin the intermediate-goods
sector. (I only use the subindexfor countryB

5 Since there is a fixed cost of managing a multinational, the absence of a limit on the size of multinationals
would create incentives for the formationof only one large
multinational in the host country. The assumption of a
limiit on the size of multinationals is therefore needed to
get the more realistic situation with several multinationals.
1 If the multinationalchooses to produce z then it can
be shown that the effects on the domestic economy are
worse than those that result when it chooses to produce y.
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when necessary to avoid confusion.) The only
difference between the analysis of this section
and the previous one is that here I take into
consideration the demand for intermediate
goods by multinationals; this affects the fullemployment condition and the zero-profitcondition for the intermediate-goods sector.
Given that h(i) is decreasing, if a person
with index i is managing a multinational then
all those with index k < i will also be managing a multinational. Therefore, if there are
M multinationals, the set of people managing
multinationals in country A is { i: i c M I and
the quantity of labor hired by multinationals

in countryB is Lm(M)-ft h(i) di. Now, let
v,(n) be defined as in the previous section, and
let vm(n) be the quantity of each variety of x
produced in country B that multinationals demand per unit of labor hired in country B as a
function of n. Given that the domestic sector
in economy B is completely specialized in final good z, the full-employment condition for
country B is now given by
(7)

L = n + nvz(n)Lz
+ nvm(n)Lm(M) + Lz + L.(M).

Let L,(n, M) denote the total demand for labor
by the producers of intermediate goods as a
+
function of n and M: L,(n, M) nvz(n)Lz
n
nvm(n)Lm(M). From (7)
(8)

L,(n, M) = (L-n -Lm(M))
X

nv (n) + nvm(n) L (M)
1 + nvz(n)
1+ nvz(n)

Given the symmetry of producers of varieties of x, each of them will sell x(n, M)L,(n, M)/n given n. The zero-profitcondition
can then be written as x(n, M) = 9. This is
illustrated in Figure 2, where the intersection
of the curve x(n, M) and the horizontal line
at 9 determinesthe level of n at which the zeroprofit condition for producers of intermediate
goods is satisfied. As long as n(M) < n* (so
that domestic final-good producers in country
B indeed produce good z), this gives the equilibrium for country B when there are M multinationals in country B. As I verify below,
under plausible conditions the curve x(n, M)

|
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FIGURE 2. DETERMINATION OF THE EQUILIBRIUM LEVEL
OF WHEN THERE ARE M MULTINATIONALS

n

intersects 0 from above (as drawn in Figure
2), so the equilibrium determined by the
equality x(n, M) = 0 is stable in the Marshallian sense.
I now consider how multinationalsaffect the
equilibriumwage in countryB. Since the wage
is still determinedby equation (6), I just have
to determine how M affects the equilibrium
variety of intermediate goods in country B. It
is easy to see from Figure 2 that this hinges on
how M affects the curve x(n, M), which in
turndepends on the sign of aLxl/M (since Ox/
aM = (1/n)((OLx/aM)). If this partial derivative is positive when evaluated at x(n; M) =
9, then an increase in M leads to an increase
in the demandfor intermediategoods at n (M),
leading to an increase in n and w. The opposite
occurs if dLxldM < 0.
To determinethe sign of dLx/AM,note from
(8) that
(9)

sign(9Lx/ AM)
= sign(nvm(n)

-

nv,(n))

nv,(n) and nvm(n) represent the level of employment generated in the intermediate-goods
sector per unit of labor hired directly by
domestic firms and multinationals, respectively. In the IntroductionI referredto this factor as the linkage coefficient of a firm.
Equation (9) and the argumentsabove lead to
the following proposition.
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PROPOSITION 1: Given nA,if the linkagecoefficientof multinationalsis higher than the linkage coefficient of domestic finms (nvm(n) >
nv,(n)), then an increase in M generates an
increase in n and w. The opposite occurs if
nvm(n)< nv,(n). More generally, multinationals are more beneficial-or less harmfuil-to
the host economy when their linkage coefficient
is higher; that is, any parameter change that
shifts the curve vm(n) up will lead to an increase in n and w in country B.

linkages generated by multinationals are
strong enough to induce a forwardlinkage,
since domesticfirms in countryB startproducinga new good.This is why the rightkind
of multinationalsmay makeit easierfor a developingcountryto get out of an underdevelopmenttrap.
Next the factorsthatdeterminethe sign of
the linkageeffect areexamined.To thisend, I
must considerhow the differentparameters
of the model affect the differencebetween

This propositionhas a very intuitiveinterpretation.Becauseof love of variety,the wage
in countryB increaseswith the varietyof intermediategoods producedthere. Whenever
theirlinkagecoefficientis lower than thatof
domesticfirms,multinationals
decreasethetotal demandfor intermediategoods as theyhire
laborthatdomesticfirmswerepreviouslyemploying. This decreasesn and w in equilibrium.In some sense, the industrialstructure
becomes "shallower" as multinationalsdisplacedomesticfirmsfromthe labormarket.In
this case, multinationalshave a negativelinkage effect (nvm(n) < nv,(n)).'7 The opposite
occurswhen the linkagecoefficientof multinationalsis higherthanthatof domesticfirms,
in which case multinationalshave a positive

vm(n) explicitly. To maximize profits, the
demandfor X per unit of labor hired by a

linkage effect (nvm(n) > nv,(n)).

nvm(n) and nv,(n). The first step is to derive

multinational is equal to 4i(y)(Py/Psm)"/3(Y),
where +/(s) [6(s)( 1 - f3(s))] 1(s) and Pxm

is the shadowprice of X for multinationals.
LettingXmdenote the total demandfor X by
multinationals,
(10)

Xm = 4f(y)(Py/Pxm)"1fl1Y)Lm(M).

Now, given a desiredlevel of the composite
input Xm, multinationals' demand for an
individualvarietyof x in countryB is given
by
( 11 )

m

Xm(I)
=p(j)MPBXm

From (10) and (11), and noting that p8(j)

=

An interestingcorollaryof thisresultis that w,(n)/a, I finallyobtain
when multinationalshave a positive linkage
effect, a policy of attractingmultinationals (12) vm,(n) = f(y)Pyk(y) (wz(n) /a) -/a
could push n above n *. At this point domestic

firmsin countryB wouldstartproducinggood

x Pxm(n)9'

y, andcountryB wouldget outof thebadequi-

I/3(Y)

librium.This is a case in which the backward where
(13)
This result is consistent with the view that a multinational can create an enclave, as has been generally conjectured (for example, Lall, 1978; UNCTAD, 1975; J. C.
Stewart, 1976; Weisskoff and Wolff, 1977). It should be
stressed, however, that the analysis assumes full employment. Yet under some conditions there may be unemployment or subemployment, as in Michael P. Todaro's (1971)
model of rural-urbanmigrationand unemployment. In this
case, by increasing the demand for labor, multinationals
have a positive effect on the host country which is not
capturedby our model. Similarly, the model does not take
into account that multinationals usually increase the effective supply of capital in the host country, leading also
to an increase in the demand for labor that has an independent positive effect on the host country.

Pxm(n)

1

[pA(j)

+

= ((1

f

pB(j)f-

- r)9P?A

-_)

]-

dj

djl
+ PX,(n)-0)-"9

is the shadowprice of the composite
andPXR
inputX for domesticfirmsin countryR.
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Because of love of variety, PXB(n) is decreasing in n, and from (13) this implies that
Pm (n) also decreases with n. Therefore, from
(12) it is immediately seen that vm(n) decreases with n if the elasticity of substitution
between varieties of x is higher than the price
elasticity of the demand for X by multinationals; that is, if 8/a > 11/(y). Now recall that,
for the equilibrium to be stable in the Marshallian sense, the curve x(n, M) needs to intersect the horizontal line x = 8 from above.
But noting from (5) that nv,(n) = am(z), (8)
implies that a sufficient condition for this to
happenis thatvm(ln) be decreasing in n. Therefore, the condition 8/a > l/p(y) is sufficient
to ensure the stability of equilibrium, and the
remainderof the paper assumes this inequality
to hold.
It can now be seen how the main parameters
affect the difference between nvm(n) and
nv,(n). The zero-linkage-effectcurve is drawn

in Figure3, definedby the equalitynBvm(znA,

= nBVlz
(nB)
(notice that the subindex
for country B is reintroduced). Given that
nBvz(nB) is constant, the slope of this curve is
determinedentirely by the way the linkage coefficient of multinationals, nBvm(nA, nB), varies with nA and nB. In Appendix C I show that
nBvm(nA,
nB) is decreasing in nAand increasing
in
Intuitively, an increase in nAmakes multinationals spread their demand for inputs
more thinly across more varieties, so the demand for each variety of x-including the varieties from country B-falls. On the other
hand, the condition 8/a > l/,(y) ensures that
the elasticity of substitutionbetween varieties
of x is high enough that when nB increases,
multinationals will reallocate their input purchases from country A to country B in such a
nB)

nB.

way thatnBVm increases.Given that nBVm

(nA,

is decreasing in nA and increasing in nB,
the zero-linkage-effect curve is upward sloping, with a positive linkage effect for points
above the curve and a negative linkage effect
for points below the curve.
Working under the assumption that economy A is in the y equilibrium and economy
B in the z equilibrium, which implies that
nB< n* < nA, there exists a region where
the linkage effect is positive only if the zerolinkage-effect curve, lies below the point
(n *, n *). Some algebra shows that this
nB)
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I
holds if and only if the following condition
is satisfied:
( 14)m

(y) > (1 + (

m(z)

-

Intuitively, the fact that multinationals produce a more complex good than domestic
firms, which is reflected in m(y) > mr(z) (recall that mr(s) = (1 - 3(s))//3(s)), leads multinationals to demand a higher quantity of
intermediategoods per unit of labor hired, but
since multinationals have access to intermediate goods from countryA then they will exert
this demand only partially in country B. If the
communication cost r is lower, a smaller part
of this demand is exerted in countryB, and thie
condition nvm > nvzis less likely to be satisfied."8The zero-linkage-effect curve will lie
above point (n *, n * ) if the inequality in condition (14) is reversed. The most important
result to note here is that the linkage effect is
more likely to be positive when m(y) is higher
in comparison to m(z), when the communication cost is high and when the level of n in
the underdeveloped economy is not too small
in comparison with the level of n in the developed economy, so that (nA, nfB)lies in the
shaded area of Figure 3.
This result points out how the basic parameters determine the sign of the linkage effect
of multinationals. It is also interesting to consider how these parametersaffect the strength
of the linkages that multinationals can generate; this is necessary for underdeveloped
regions to be able to rank multinationals by
their linkage-generating potential. As discussed above, nvm(n) is decreasing in nA, so
the linkage coefficient of multinationals is decreasing in the variety of intermediate goods
available in the home country. This leads to
the surprising result that multinationals that
come from richer countries (with high n) will
benefit the host economy less than if they
come from less developed countries (with

18 Note that (14) implies that if r = 1 (infinite communication costs) then nvm > nv, for all points (nA, nB)
below nB = n* and to the right of nA n*. This is simply
a result of the fact thatmultinationalsproduce a more complex good (m(y) > m(z)).
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low n).19 On the other hand, nvm(n) is increasing in r, so the linkage coefficient of
multinationals is increasing in the communication cost. Intuitively, when the communication cost decreases, multinationals will
want to import more varieties from country A
through their headquarters and less of their
demand for intermediate goods will be exerted in country B.20
IV. Equilibriain the Two-CountryModel
with Multinationals
The previous section assumed that nAand M
were exogenous variables to simplify the understandingof the main insights of this paper.
In this section I relax this restriction to derive
an equilibrium for the two-country model in
which nAand M are determinedendogenously.
It is shown that the linkage effect of multina-

tionals on the host country is less favorable
once nA is allowed to change in response to
changes in M.
The analysis is restricted to an equilibrium
in which domestic firms in country A specialize in final good y, domestic firms in country
B specialize in final good z and all multinationals have their headquartersin country A
and produce good y. I first conjecture that domestic firms in country A produce final good
y and domestic firms in country B produce final good z, and then check that this is so in
equilibrium. The condition for this is nB <
n* < nA.Similarly, I first conjecturethat multinationals produce final good y and that there
are no multinationals with headquarters in
country B, and then check that these two conditions are satisfied in equilibrium. To the extent possible, this section focuses on the main
ideas and leaves the technical details to Appendix D.
Let xR(nA,nB, M) denote the quantity that
each supplier of intermediategoods in country
R will sell given nA, nBand M. As in the previous sections, the zero-profit condition for
intermediate-good producers in countries A
and B is
(15)

xR(nA, nB, M) =

for R = A, B. From these conditions I obtain
the pair (nA, nB) that determines the equilibrium in both countries given M. To see this
graphically, let AA and BB be the curves in
(nA, nB) space along which condition (15) is
satisfied for countriesA and B respectively. As
long as curves AA and BB (drawn in Figure
4) intersectin the quadrantwith nB < n*<
nA,the intersection gives the zero-profitlevels
of n in both countries as a function of M:
nA(M) and nB(M). As it was shown in the

previoussection,xB(fnA,
'9Of course, this result should be interpretedwith care,
because multinationalsthat come from LDCs are likely to
be engaged in the production of rather simple goods,
which would tend to decrease their linkage coefficient.
20 One would also expect that multinationalsproducing
more complex goods (that is, operating technologies with
a smaller ,B)would generate strongerlinkages. This result
does not hold here, however, because multinationals are
not minimizing unit cost (because of the constraint on the
quantity of labor they can hire). That is, vm is not necessarily decreasing in f3(y).

nB,

M) is decreasing

in both nAand nB *1 This implies that the curve
BB is downwardsloping. For the same reasons,

2' Recall that the condition 8/a > l/f(y), which is
needed for the equilibriumto be stable in the Marshallian
sense, ensures that vmB(lnA, n8) is decreasing in both nAand
nB.In turn,thisensuresthatxB(nA, nB, M) is decreasingin
both nAand nB.
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multinationals M, denoted by M*, is determined by the following condition:

( 16)

nB

n

B(M) -- -- -- -- - *~~~~jj
_

B
\lM
AA

~~~~*
nA(M

nA

FIGURE 4. DETERMINATION OF EQUILIBRIUM LEVELS OF
nA

AND nB WHENTHEREARE M MULTINATIONALS

xA (nA,

nB, M) is decreasing in both

nA

and

nB,

so the curve AA is also downward sloping, as
depicted in Figure 4. The intuition here is that
as n increases in one country, multinationals
will spread their demand for inputs across
more varieties and hence their demand for
each variety of x in the other country decreases; a decrease in n in that country is then
needed to restore the zero-profitcondition.22
To determine the equilibrium level of M I
introduce the zero-profit condition for multinationals that have their headquartersin country A and produce good y. Let gMy denote
operating profits (that is, not counting the
fixed cost of managing the headquarters)made
by these multinationalsper unit of labor hired.
If gAy > 0, then operating profits, h(i)gA ,is
decreasing in i, so the equilibrium number of

22The slope of AA could be higher or lower in absolute
value than that of BB. If the slope of AA is lower in absolute value (less negative) than the slope of BB at an
intersectionof AA and BB, then the equilibriumis unstable
,in the Marshalliansense; that is, if the adjustmentdynamics are that nR increases (decreases) when profits in the
intennediate-good sector in country R are positive
(negative). Following Samuelson's CorrespondencePrinciple, the rest of this paper restricts the analysis to stable
equilibria,that is, to cases in which curve AA crosses curve
BB from above, as assumed in Figure 4. This occurs, for
instance, when r is low or when M is low, because then
changes in the level of n iu one country have a small impact on the level of n in the other country through the
linkage effect of multinationals.

h(M*)gmy=

WA.

The pair (nA(M*), nB(M*)) constitutes an
equilibrium if two additional equilibriumconditions are satisfied: that multinationalsprefer
to produce y rather than z, and that there are
no incentivesfor the formationof multinationals
with headquartersin countryB. AppendixD derives sufficientconditionsunderwhich these two
equilibriumrequirementsare satisfied.
I now explore the linkage effect of multinationals on countries A and B when nA is allowed to change in response to changes in M.
Consider an increase in the equilibrium number of multinationalsM* that results as a consequence of a subsidy or tax break given to
multinationalsoperatingin countryB. Starting
with the effect of such an increase in M on
curve AA, there are two opposite effects. First,
an increase in M leads to an increase in the
demand for internediate goods from country
A by multinationals,increasing XA. Second, as
they hire managers, multinationals decrease
the quantity of labor left in country A for domestic production,decreasingXA. It seems reasonable to think that the second effect is
relatively small, since the proportionof the labor force in countryA that is working as managers for multinationals is likely to be very
small. Therefore, the net effect of an increase
in M is to increase XA, leading to a rightward
shift in AA.23 Intuitively, as M increases there
is an effective increase in the scale of the market in country A which leads to an increase in
nA when nB remains constant.
The rightwardshift in AA caused by the increase in M by itself would lead to a decrease
in nB: the increase in nA reduces multinationals' demand for intermediate goods produced
in country B, leading to a reduction in
Of
course, the net effect of an increase in M on
nB may be positive or negative because the
curve BB will also shift as M increases. What
is importanthere is to note that once nAis made
nB.

23 Appendix D shows that a necessary and sufficient
condition for axAIaM > 0 is that h(M*) be sufficiently
high.
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endogenous, the effect of multinationals on
country B is less beneficial than when n, is
fixed.
nB will increase with an increase in M if and
only if the curve BB shifts to the right and by
more than the shift in curve AA. Appendix D
derives a necessary and sufficient condition for
this to happen. This condition, which referred
to as condition (P), implies that the change in
XB as a direct consequence of the operation of
multinationals in country B is positive and
greater than the negative and indirect effect
throughthe consequent increase in the demand
for intermediategoods in countryA. This negative effect on nB will of course be small if the
presence of multinationals in country B is
small (that is, low M) or if the communication
cost is large (that is, high r), so that the increase in M has a small effect on nB through
its impact on nA.
The results obtained thus far allow me to
state formally the effects on countriesA and B
of a policy of attracting multinationals to
country.B.
PROPOSITION 2: If the multinationals'
linkage effect is negative or if condition (P)
is not satisfied then OnBIOM< 0 and OnAI
OM > 0. If the multinationals' linkage effect
is positive and condition (P) is satisfied, then
OnBIOM> 0 and the sign of anA/aM is not
determined.
An interesting implication of this proposition is that a country is more likely to enjoy
an increase in n when its firms become multinational if such firms establish their production plants in poor regions (that is, countries
with low n) and/or regions with which they
have low communication costs.
V. Choice of Location by Multinationals
and the Linkage Effect

Developing countries would like to attract
multinationalswith a high-linkage coefficient,
but is it realistic to expect multinationals with
high-linkage coefficients to choose poor
regions for the location of their production
plant? Some authors are pessimistic on this
point. For instance, Stewart ( 1976) has argued
thatthe very natureof poor regions "precludes
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MULTINATIONALS TYPE-L PREFER TO LOCATE

IN ECONOMIES WITH A Low n (SUCH AS nL), WHEREAS
MULTINATIONALS TYPE-H PREFER TO LOCATE IN
ECONOMIES WITH A HIGH LEVEL OF n (SUCH AS nH).

the establishment of industry with significant
or potentially significant linkages" (p. 246).
To gain some insight into this issue consider
the optimal choice of location for two types of
multinationals which differ only in their communication cost r. Specifically, assume that
the communication cost is TL for multinationals of type-L and TH > Tr for multinationals
of type-H.
Recall that multinationals' operating profits
per unit of labor hired are gmy. It can be
checked that

(17)

Ogmy
/ an
= (+(z) / am(z) ) (vm - v,)w

where n is the variety of intermediategoods in
the host country and vmis the demand for each
variety of x produced in the host country that
multinationals demand per unit of labor hired
in there. Since nvz is constant, while nvm is
increasing in n and goes to zero as n goes to
zero, it follows that gmy(n) is first decreasing,
reaches a minimum for some n and increases
with n thereafter, as illustrated in Figure 5.
Therefore, multinationalsprefercountries with
either very low or very high n.
Since the linkage effect is stronger when
communication costs are higher, then vm is
lower for type-L than for type-H multinationals. Therefore, if there are two possible host
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countries with different levels of n, either both
types of multinationals prefer the same country, or type-L multinationalsprefer the country
with low n (such as nLin Figure 5) and typeH multinationalsprefer the country with high
n (such as nHin Figure 5). This means that if
the two types of multinationalssort themselves
differently with the two countries, the multinational with the lower communication cost
(which has a lower linkage coefficient) prefers
the low-n country, while the multinational
with the higher communication cost prefers
the high-n country.24This result is in agreement with the view that poor regions attract
firms with a low linkage potential.
This result may explain why so many underdeveloped regions have failed in their attempt to develop through policies designed to
attract firms from more developed regions
(Jacobs, 1985). Our model leads us to a pessimistic view of the potential effect of these
policies, because the firms that move to those
underdevelopedregions are precisely the firms
that do not depend on a wide variety of local
inputs, so their linkage effect is likely to be
small or even negative.
One interesting implication of this analysis
concerns the location of production plants for
multinationals based on different countries.
For example, consider the location choice of
U.S. and Japanese multinationals in the same
sector that want to take advantageof Mexico's
maquiladoraprogram.It is likely that Japanese
multinationals-which presumably have high
communication costs with the headquartersin
Japan-would want to locate their production
plant in the interior,where intermediategoods
are readily available. In contrast, one would
expect U.S. multinationals-which presumably have a low communication cost with the
headquartersin the United States-to locate
their production plant in the border region,
where low wages more than compensate for
the local scarcity of specialized inputs.
24In our model developing countries could have different equilibrium levels of n because of different levels
of L. To obtain a more realistic result assume, as in Dani
Rodrik (1994), that interrnediategoods are intensive in
humancapital or skilled labor. In this case, it can be shown
that the equilibrium level of n would be higher for an
economy with a more educated labor force.
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VI. ConcludingRemarks
The concept of linkages is meaningful given
three basic assumptions: 1 ) love of variety for
inputs in the productionof final goods, 2) high
transportationcosts (broadly conceived) for
specialized intermediate goods, and 3) increasing returnsin their production. The analysis has shown that the strength of a
multinational's linkage effect depends on the
cost of communication between the headquarters and the production plant, the complexity
of the production process, and the level of development of the home and host countries.
This section discusses some concrete implications of these results and some limitations of
the model.
The model implies that the linkage effect of
multinationals on the host country is stronger
when the cost of communication between the
headquarters and the production plant is
higher, since this provides a strongerincentive
to buy specialized inputs in the host country.
It is reasonable to expect communication costs
to increase with geographical distance and
with the cultural, social and legal differences
between the regions wherein the headquarters
and the production plant are located.25Hence
I expect multinationals to generate more linkages when they come from regions that are
farther away and more different in terms of
their cultural, social and legal structures.It is
interesting to consider the implications of this
result for Mexico's maquiladoraprogram. As
several authorshave pointed out (for example,
Wilson, 1992; Leslie Sklair, 1989), U.S. maquiladoras in Mexico can obtain their inputs
and services from suppliers in their home
country at a lower cost than maquiladoras
from Europe or East Asia. Thus, I expect U.S.

25There are significant costs of having plants located
far away from the location where decisions are made.
Marshall cites research based on London that suggests
"that savings in rents, rates, and salaries through office
decentralization beyond 80 miles from the capital are
outweighed by the increased communication costs"
(Marshall, 1988 p. 190). Moreover, Peter W. Daniels
(1985), points out that in France, Britain and Denmark
"manufacturingfirms are not preparedto place branches
more than two hours' traveling time from sources of specialized services or from headquarters"(p. 179).
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maquiladorasto generate fewer linkages than
similar maquiladoras coming from other industrialized countries. Additionally, as Joseph
Grunwald and Keneth Flamm (1985) and
Sklair (1989) have pointed out, U.S. firms that
locate production plants in interior regions of
Mexico, such as Guadalajara,would generate
more linkages than similar firms that locate in
the border region.
This last implication of the model is reinforced by the result that, other things equal,
the linkage coefficient of multinationals is
higher the more developed the host country
(that is, the higher the level of n). In the context of Mexico's maquiladora program, this
suggests a potential benefit from providing incentives for firms to locate in interior regions
ratherthan in the borderregion, which is quite
underdeveloped (see Wilson, 1992). More
generally, underdeveloped countries should
consider disentangling policies of regional development from policies aimed at attracting
foreign investment. For example, it may be unwise to locate Export Processing Zones in
backward regions, since linkages are unlikely
to materialize there.26
Finally, the model implies that multinationals that operate technologies that use intermediate goods more intensively will generate
stronger linkages. This result is not confined
to multinationals.In general, activities that use
intermediate goods more intensively generate
stronger linkages. It could be argued that this
provides a basis for industrial policy. As
Hirschman stated several decades ago, "some
interference, through tariffs, excise taxes, and
subsidies, with the developing consumption
of a country may be justified if it can be
demonstrated that a certain growth pattern of
consumption would exert far more powerful
backward linkages than the pattern that is
likely to develop in the absence of such interference" (Hirschman, 1958, p. 115). Ideally, one would want to measure the linkage

coefficient of different economic activities
and promote those with the highest linkage
coefficient.
My model indicates a measure that captures
the economic impact of a firmthroughthe generation of linkages. This is the quantity of employment generated in upstreamindustries per
unit of labor employed directly; the linkage
effect of the firm becomes more favorable as
this ratio increases. This measure differs from
those commonly used in that, derived in a
general-equilibrium framework, it considers
how the expansion of one activity comes at the
expense of other activities that would also generate linkages. The contribution of this paper
to the measurement of linkages is thus especially relevant for economies with no surplus
labor.
The measure of linkages suggested by this
paper,however, relies on several restrictive assumptions made to keep the model tractable.
To evaluate whether this measure can serve as
a useful guide for development policy, the following considerations should be kept in mind:
1) the model assumes that all inputs are nontradablewhereas in the real world most inputs
are tradable,although subject to transportation
costs. All else equal, one would prefer an investment that generates demand for inputs
with high transportationcosts. 2) Some inputs
may rely intensively on resources that are very
scarce locally (that is, skilled labor), in which
case the economy cannot take advantageof the
linkages that could arise from some new economic activities. In other words, supply constraints may break the chain of reactions that
build linkages. 3) Some inputs may exhibit
particularly strong degrees of love of variety,
and-all else equal-the economy would
benefit more from investments that generate a
great demand for these inputs. 4) Some inputs
may be produced with constant returns to
scale, in which case an increase in their demand would not lead to any positive externalitip-Q 27 5 4 Ihave

26 See Dean Spinanger (1984) for a comparison of the
linkages generated in the Export Processing Zone established in Penang, Malaysia-a region which Spinanger
refers to as an "agglomerated area"-and Bataan, Philippines, an area that is "almost entirely underdeveloped"
(pp. 74-75).
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use.
assuimed,that all indusQtriesQ

27 Hirschman was careful on this point. He noticed
that certain linkages do not significantly affect the rest
of the economy, as in the case of what he called "satellite industries," a characteristic of which is that they
require only a small economic size to be profitable. See
Hirschman (1958), p. 102.
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the same inputs, but in reality some inputs are
industry specific. As a consequence, the linkages generatedby the expansion of one particular industry may not benefit the rest of the
economy.
There is one limitation of the model that
should be emphasized. It was shown in Section
III that-other things equal-multinationals
from more developed countries are less likely
to generate a positive linkage effect. This result arises because, as the variety of intermediate goods available in their home country
expands, multinationals reduce their demand
for intermediategoods in the host country. In
this sense, varieties of intermediate goods in
the home and host countries behave as substitutes. This need not be the case under alternative assumptions. For instance, if the
elasticity of substitutionbetween labor and the
composite intermediate good is significantly
higher than one, a larger variety of specialized
inputs in the home country could lead multinationals to substitute intermediate goods for
labor in such a way that the demand for intermediate goods increased in both countries. Alternatively, if there are more than two final
goods, it is likely that multinationalswith headquarters in more developed econonmieswill
choose to produce a more sophisticated good,
and this could lead to a higher demandfor specialized intermediategoods in the host country.
APPENDIx

A

This appendix derives equations (3) to (6),
( 11 ) and ( 13). Cost minimization by producers of final good s can be decomposed into two
stages: first, choose x(j) to minimize the unit
cost of X, and second, choose quantities of X
and L to minimize the cost of s. As is well
known (see Helpman and Krugman, 1985
chapter 6), the first stage of this cost minimization yields a demand for x(j) of
(Al)

x(j)

= p(j)-OIap6Iax

where 0c a/(I - a) andP, is the minimumunit
cost-or shadowprice-of X, and is given by

(A2)

PI=

p(jf-0
o

>dj
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In the second stage producers of s choose
quantities of X and L such that
(A3)

Xs = m(s) (w / P')LS

where m(s)
(1 - /3(s))/f3(s). Given the
demand function in (Al), the monopolist producing x(j) maximizes profits by charging a
price
p(j) = wla.

(A4)

From equations (Al)-(A4)
the minimum
unit cost of s as a function of w and n is

cs(w,

n)-o/t) a

n-O(S)w

where it is assumed 6(s) = f(s) -rm(s),f(s) - 1
to simplify the notation. This immediately
leads to equation (3) in the text.
Now, given (A4), the monopolist producing x(j) has profits given by ir(j) = [(wia)
- w]x(j) - w. Rearranging,
r(j) = [(1/8)x(j)

- 1]w.

The zero-profit condition for the producer of
x(j) is then x(j) = 8, as in equation (4). From
equations (A) - (A4) I can easily obtain
equation (5), and from the condition Ps =
cs(w, n) and (A4) I obtain equation (6).
Equation (Al) immediately leads to equation
(11) in the text, and equation (13) follows
from (A2).

APPENDIX

B

This appendix proves the claim that with
no multinationals we have WB < WA and
PXA < PXB- WB < WA follows immediately
from (6) and the fact that WB = wz(nB), WA =
wY(nA), w,(n*) = w,(n*) and nB < n* <
nA. To verify that PXA < PXB note that, from
(A4), (6) and the fact that p = p(n*), PXA/
PXB = (n*/nA)f3(Y)/f(n*/nB) f3(Z)I9, which is
clearly less than one as long as nB <
nf* < nA-
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C

This appendix proves the claim that
nB) is decreasing in nAand increasing

nBVm(nA,

in nB. From(6), (A2) and (A4)
PXR=

(W6(wR/

nR

=

a)

PS(R)a-

nR
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each variety of x in countryA per unit of labor
hired by multinationalsin country B. As in the
previoussection,let LxR (nA, nB, M) denotethe
total derived demand for labor by producersof
intermediate goods in country R as a function
of nA, nB and M. From the definitions of
I can check that LxR(nA, nB, M) a
VmR(nA,
nB)
+ nRVmR(fnA, nB)Lm(M), where
nRVs(R)(nR)Ls(R)
s(A) = y and s(B) = z. From the fullemployment conditions in countries A and B,

where s(A) = y and s(B) = z. Plugging this
into (13) and substituting into (12)
(DI)

nB, M)

LxA(nA,

an'V(z)O/a

=

nBvm(nA, nB)

X (bnA6y + Pz

GaO6(z)n6(z)

)-[6/a

where a and b are positive constants. Given 9/
a > l/,8(y), then this is clearly decreasing in
nA.To verify that this term is increasing in nB,
I differentiate this term with respect to nB and
note that nBvm (nA, nB) is increasing in nB if and
only if
1 (/3(z)

-

9o /3(Y)

= (LA -

-l/3(y)](l/G)

M)

I

B) L

nAVY(nA)

+

nAVy(nA)

(

1 + nAvy(fnA)

(D2)

LxB(nA, nB,

(LB

I
> 0.

+

Given /3(z) > /3(y) the first term is positive,
and given 6/a > I/,8(y), then /3(z) > /3(y) >
a/l, so the second term is also positive.

-

+nAV,A(nA,

1 P7Ga0G(z)n (z)

+ bnAf(y)(/3(z) - a/0)

nA

XR(fnA, nB,

M)

-

nB -

Lm(M))

nBVz(nB)

1 ?

nBvz(nB)

lnBVmB(nA, nLB)

1+

~

flBvz(flB)

~LM(M)

M) is then simply LxR(nA,

nB,

M)/

nR .

APPENDIX

D

This appendix proves some of the results
mentioned in Section IV. I first derive the
functions XR(nA, nB, M) used in the text. Both
multinationals and domestic firms in country
R demand intermediate goods in country R.
The labor-market equilibrium condition for
country B is just as in equation (7) whereas
for country A it is given by

We now derive a sufficient condition for
multinationals with headquartersin country A
to prefer to produce good y rather than good
z. The maximum operating profits per unit of
labor hired for a multinationalproducing final
good s with headquarters in country R are
given by

where

LA=

nA

+

nAVy(fnA)LY

+ nAVA(nA,

+

LY+ M

R

(D3)

-

(Pm(S)
Pi/s(s)

r7(s)

W-R

and PxmRis the price of

the composite input X for multinationals with
headquartersin country R

nB)Lm(M)

(D4)

PxmR

=

( P

OR +

(1

-T)6PXR6)

where vy(nA) is the demand for each variety of

x per unit of labor hired by producers of y in
country A and v A((nA, nB) is the demand for

From (D3) it follows that multinationalswith
headquartersin country A prefer to produce
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good y rather than good z, if and only if the
following condition is satisfied:

(DS5)

?7(Y )PxXA'

:-: 71(z)Px_rA(z

This inequality must be satisfied at (nA(M*),
nB(M*)) for this to be an equilibrium.
The following lemma establishes a sufficient condition under which a multinational
with headquartersin countryB makes negative
profits for all the relevant (nA, nB) pairs.
LEMMA DI: If h(O) < h 1/[(1 + (1 - 1], then profitsfor multinationals
r) '9)m(Y)/@
with headquarters in country B are negative
for all (nA, nB) such that nB < n * < nA .
PROOF:
Restricting the analysis to an equilibrium in
which domestic firms in countryA produce final good y, effectively limits interest only to
levels of nAabove n *. For nA : n *, producing
y is more profitable than producing z for domestic firms. Since multinationals with headquarters in country B have access to
intermediategoods in country B in addition to
the intermediategoods produced in countryA,
then this is even more so for such multinationals (PxmB < PXA). Therefore, if multinationals
with headquartersin country B make negative
profits producing y, profits are also negative
producingz. Hence, since operatingprofits are
highest for a multinational managed by the
worker with index 0, a sufficient condition for
profits to be negative for multinationals with
headquartersin country B is

h(O)gmyB

(D6)

WB-

+ (1 Let ho
[m(z)/m(y)][(1
I- m(y)' I(- T)6]. It can be shown that
W)
if r < 1, then h > ho. I now show that hg WB is negative for h E [ho, h]. Since h denotes the maximum amount of workers that a
multinational can hire this also implies that
profitsare negative for any h < h; thatis, (D6)
is satisfiedif h(0) < h.
From (D3),
(D7)

hgBm

WB

= h7(y)P`(y)

-

hwA -

WB.
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Since there are zero profits in the production
of y in country A and in the production of z in
country B then WA = q(y)P-- (Y) and WB =
r7(z)PjB(Z).SubstitutingforwA and WB in (D7)
(D8)

hgmy-

WB =f(PXA,

PXB)

(h7(y)PxA
(1

+

-

r)OP-0)m(Y)/0

(y)PXA(Y)- 77(z)P-mT(z).

-

Differentiating f with respect to PxA and simplifying
(D9)

O3fl/

9PXA=hq(y)m(y)P`A

x [1

(1

-

+

(1

-

T)OV)M(Y)/O

]

where v = (PXA/PXB)9. Since 0/a > 11/,(y)
(an assumption made in the text), then 0 >
m (y), and hence ( 1 + ( 1 )9V)m(Y)/O91 <
1, SO Of/(IPXA > 0.
Differentiating f with respect to PxB and
simplifying:
O9f/ aPXB = ?1(Y)M(Y)PxB

(D10)

- -r)8(l/v

x [-h(

+

+ (1 -

))m(Y)10-

7(z) m )pAm
xB

r7(y)m(y)

where Am m(y) - m(z) > 0. I now show
that if h > ho and f(P*, P*) < 0-where
P * is the level of PxR at nR = n*-then
f( P*, PXB) < 0 for all PxB > P*. Using the
fact that77(y)P -m(y) = q (z)P* - m(z)by definition of n *, then from (D10)
sign[af(P*,

P*

)/OPxB]

= sign[m(z)/m(y)
+ (1

-

T)9)m(Y)/6

h(l -)(1

1]

Hence,if h > hothen &f( P*, P* )/iPXB <
0. Also note from (D1O) that Ofl/9PxB converges to zero from above as PxB goes to in-
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finity. Therefore, since there is a unique
= 0, if h > ho then necsolution for afl/PXB
essarily 9f/OPXB is negative for P*
PXB<
P?B and positive for PXB < PXBfor some positive PXB. Finally, note that f( PxA, PxB) converges to zero as PxB goes to infinity.

Therefore, if f(P*, P* ) < 0 then necessarily
0
for all PxB 2 P*. But, from
f (P*, PXB)<
(D8)

so that the multinational hiring the least
able manager earns negative profits.28
The following lemma formally shows that
if h(M*) is sufficiently high then the curve
AA moves to the right with an increase in M.
WA,

LEMMA D2: If h(M*) > h, where h (1 - )I)-a(1
+ (1 - T)6)-(1-m(Y)/G)
then
OxA/aM >

n*
f( PX* P*)

x [h((I

-

+

1]

which is negative if h < h. Therefore, if h E
[ho, h], f < 0 for all points (PxA, PXB) such
that PxA = P* and PxB> P*. But since 9ff
aPXA> 0 then this implies that f < 0 for all

points (PXA, PXB) such that PxA < P * and
PXB> P*. Given that nR is decreasing in PxR,

Lemma DI follows.
To understandthis lemma, recall that multinationals can always attain higher operating
profits than domestic firms, simply because
they have access to a larger variety of intermediate goods. Multinationals incur the additional cost of managing the headquarters,
however, and the lower is h (i), the more significant this fixed cost becomes. Lemma 1
states that if h(O) < h the fixed cost of managing the headquarters is high enough that
multinationalswith headquartersin country B
cannot earn positive profits.
I assume that h(O) < h. Hence, if the zeroprofit condition for multinationals, given by
equation (16), is satisfied for the point E =
(nA(M*),

nB(M*))

at the intersection

<

Ofor all ('nA,

nB)

such that nB <

nAl

PROOF:
From (DI) and the definition of XR(nA, nB,
M) ax/aM = [nA/( 1 + nAVy)](vmAh(M*)
so aAlxa1M > 0 if and only if
vy)(l/nA)
VmAh(M*)> vy. From (Al) and (10)

7(y)P*-m(y)

(1-T))m(Y)/f-1)-
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of

curves AA and BB and if E satisfies condition
(D5) and lies below the line nB = n * and to
the right of the line nA = n *, then E constitutes
an equilibrium. If h'(i) is sufficiently high
(which happens when there is enough heterogeneity among workers in terms of their multinational-management abilities) then this
equilibriumis stable in the Marshalliansense;
that is, for M slightly below M*, h(M)gA >
WA so that by hiring the next best manager a
firm can gain by becoming multinational;similarly, for M slightly above M*, h(M)gZA <

(Dll)

vmA =

qi(y)P"1(y) (I
X (XVz(n

But at (n*, n*), P,

)

-

T)OIa

(t)

xm

= (1 + (1 - r)oy-"oP*

and substitutinginto (Dl 1)
VmA

= (1

X

-

T)oIa

(1 + (1 -

? (w,,(nA)la)
But qf(y)P'1I6(Y)

T)0)1-m(Y)/oqf(y)P1/fl(Y)
* 0/a

--0/ap

(wz(nA )Ia)

1,6(Y).

-0IapJ*6/a-

11,(y)

is

exactly vy(n*), so at (n*, n*)
VmA

= (1

x(1

-

ool

+(I

-

))l m(Y)/v((n*)

Consequently, hvmA
(n*, n*) > vy(n*) if and
only if h > hi. But nAvmA
(nA, nB) is increasing
in

nA

and decreasing in

nB

while nAvy(nA) is

constant. Therefore, if hvmA(n *, n * ) > vy(n * )
then hnAv,M(nA, nB) > nAvy(nA ) for all (nA, nB)
such that nB < nf* < nA.

28 It turns out that the assumption that there is heterogeneity in the managementability of workers is important
to ensure the stability of the equilibrium. If there is no
heterogeneity (h(i) = h for all i), then it is likely that the
equilibrium is unstable in the Marshallian sense; that is,
at an equilibriumlike the one characterizedin this section,
profits made by multinationalsmay be increasing in M. A
previous version of this paper investigates this issue.
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It can be shown that the condition h(M* ) >
h is compatible with the condition h(O) < h:
for a sufficiently close to 0 we have h > h. In
any case, the assumption that h(M*) > h is
made to simplify the statementof the main results; it does not play a fundamental role in
their derivation.
Finally, condition(P) is derived.Substituting
LXR(nA, nB, M)/nR for XR(fnA, nB, M) in equation
(15) and differentiatingshows thatthe curveBB
shifts to the rightby more thanthe shift in curve
AA at the equilibriumif and only if
(D12)

OLXBIOM >

-OLXB/OnA

OLAI/OM 0 - OLXAIOnA

which can be shown to be equivalent to
(nBVB - am(z))h(M*)
nV
AVAh(M*) - am(y)

(P)

nB Lm (VmB/

9 + a(9

-

1)m(y)

-

OnA)
L(OnAVnA/OnA)

where I have used n * , V

and L for nR(nf*),
and Lm(M*) respectively. The numeratorof the left-hand side of
(P) is positive and so is the denominator,since
= - nA(OXA/nA)
> 0. Therefore,
0 - OLXA/OnA
the condition n4vB* > am(z) (that is, the
linkage coefficient of multinationals is higher
than the linkage coefficient for domestic firms
in country B) is necessary but not sufficient
for condition (P) to hold. This condition is satisfied when M is sufficiently small, and also
when r is close to 1, since it can be checked
VmR(nA(M*),

nB(M*))

that&VmB/OlA goes to zero as r goes to 1.
A simulation of the model reveals that with
a

= 0.5, Pz,=Py= 1, LA= 20, LBL==2242,(z)

0.82, /3(y) = 0.75, r = 0.4 and h(M) =
5.8 - lOOMthe equilibrium values are nA =
2.52008, n = 1.98012, M* = 0.00409 and
the conditions h(0) <h, h(M*) > h and (P)
are satisfied. Increasing LAto 25 decreases the
linkage coefficient of multinationalsin such a
way that condition (P) is violated even though
the linkage coefficient of multinationalsis still
higher than that of domestic firms (in this
case n* = 3.19631', n* = 1.98001, M* =
0.00873). Increasing LAto 30 makes the linkage coefficient of multinationals lower than
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that of domestic firms (in this case n * =
3.90198, n* = 1.97975, M* = 0.01219).
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